Bijlage 10b: Technische gegevens Lagerwey
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General specification Lagerwey
L100-2.5MW Wind Turbine Generator
Document number: SD116ENR4
This document contains the general specifications of the Lagerwey L100-2.5MW wind turbine
generator.
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1 Wind turbine generator description
The L100-2.5MW is equipped with an 100m rotor and is designed for IEC IIIa wind class conditions.
The concept is based on the gearless principle of direct drive permanent magnet power generation and
a full IGBT power converter. The wind turbine generator (WTG) delivers 2.5 Megawatt at rated power
and is very effective at low wind speeds. The passive cooling concept makes it very suitable for harsh
climatic conditions.
Generator
The direct drive generator has an outside stator and an inside rotor structure which only carries the
torque and ‘internal’ generator loads, not the forces from the blades. The permanent magnets in the
generator rotor and the stiff copper windings in the stator are vacuum impregnated with high quality
resin, ensuring lifetime durability of the machine.
Passive cooling
The L100-2.5MW is cooled by the natural airflow around the stator (passive cooling). Heat is
exchanged by direct conduction from the copper coils of the stator to the cooling fins at the outside
surface (±18 m2). At higher loads an additional small cooling fan is switched on to contribute (approx.
10% additional capacity) to the heat exchange in the inner part.
Rotor
The rotor blades are made of glass fibre reinforced epoxy. The blades have an internal beam which
carries the forces into the cast iron rotor hub. The blade is pitched around its axis by a 4 point ball
bearing with outside gearing teeth. All the bearings and geared teeth are equipped with an automatic
greasing system that is software controlled.

Lagerwey L100-2.5MW platform, nacelle internals
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Hub
The special hollow casted hub transfers the blade forces and torque trough a stiff double main bearing
into the hollow main shaft. The shaft is directly connected to the main frame and ensures optimal load
transfer into the tower. The rotor hub can easily be entered through the hollow shaft to facilitate
maintenance. It houses four electrical yaw gears and three hydraulic yaw brakes that take care of the
automatic yaw control.
Main Bearing
The Lagerwey hollow main bearing design consists of two rows of dual tapered bearings. The compact
bearing has a high stiffness and is oil lubricated, ensuring smooth operation in all circumstances. The
main bearing is designed by Lagerwey in collaboration with renowned bearing manufacturers.
Nacelle
The glass fibre nacelle cover protects all components inside the nacelle against the environment. The
nacelle houses two hatches that have a transparent cover to let daylight into the nacelle. One hatch in
the top provides access to the wind station sensors, one hatch at the backside enables hoisting trough
the outside by an internal 500 kg strong service crane.
Control- and safety system
All functions and sensors of the WTG will be monitored and controlled 24/7 by the Lagerwey Turbine
Controller. The main control system unit is located in the nacelle and is connected to the power
converter by glass fibre optical cable.
The Lagerwey rotor speed control system monitors and automatically adjusts the rotor speed and
blade pitch for optimal and safe operation. The system works independently per blade and is fully
synchronised. For safe operation, the second safety stop system is handled by three independent
battery units. An additional parking brake controls the double locking pins used to block the rotor.
Power converter
The power conversion is located in the bottom of the tower and consists off a water cooled back to
back converter running by IGBT’s.
Lagerwey Tower Solutions
Lagerwey uses standard Tubular Steel Towers (TST) for hub heights up to 99 meters. From 99m on,
we provide our Modular Steel Tower. The MST is a cost-effective, lightweight and easy to transport
solution for reaching higher hub heights. The building blocks of the MST are pre-bend steel sheets,
each measuring about 11 meters in height. The tower is transported in crates of stacked sheets on
standard trucks.
An access door is constructed at the tower base and an internal ladder with climbing protection and
service elevator is fitted inside. Each tower segment has emergency lighting. The generator cables,
nacelle power cables and communication lines are guided to the tower top by cable supports
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2 Technical component data
2.1 General:
Design standards

According IEC 61400-1 edition 3

Design lifetime

20 years

Component Colour

RAL 7035 30% Gloss

2.2 Operational and design data:
Cut in wind speed

2.3 m/s

Cut out wind speed

25 m/s (10 minutes average)

Wind speed at nominal power

12 m/s

Design wind class

Wind class III, turbulence A (18%)
According IEC 61400-1 edition 2

Survival wind speed Ve50 =1,4 x Vref

52,5 m/s (IEC wind class III)

Wind elevation

8˚ according IEC 61400-1

Temperature range operational

Standard

-10 °C,

Cold Climate

-30 °C , +30 °C

Standard

-20 °C , +50 °C

Cold Climate

-40 °C , +30 °C

Temperature range standby
Noise at 8 m/s at 10 m height

+40 °C

Calculated 105 dB(A)

2.3 Blade:
Blade length

48,8 m

Blade (hub) mounting base radius

1,26 m

Rotational direction

Clockwise

Mass

7.950 kg

Material

Glass fibre and epoxy

2.4 Rotor:
Type

3-bladed, horizontal axis

Position

Up wind

Diameter

100 meter

Swept area

7854 m²

Rotor speed

Variable speed

Rotor speed at rated power

15,0 rpm

Rotor speed at cut in power

8 rpm

Power regulation

Pitch control

Hub material

Cast iron (EN-GJS-400-18U-LT)

Hub mass

19 tons
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2.5 Generator:
Type

Multi pole synchronous

Nominal speed

15,0 rpm

Voltage

Low Voltage

Field excitation

Permanent magnet

Generator mass

49,5 ton

Protection

IP 54

Cooling

Natural airflow based (cooling fins)

Diameter

4,2 m

Temperature sensors

PT-100 / PTC

Service brake

Hydraulic brake system

Turbine main shaft

Hollow shaft + main bearing unit

Connections to nacelle and hub

High strength bolts

2.6 Nacelle:
Support structure material

Cast iron (EN-GJS-400-18U-LT)

Nacelle total mass

15 tons (without generator)

Yaw bearing

Slewing ring

Yaw drive

Electric motors and gear drives

Yaw brake

Active brake calipers

Wind speed and vane sensors

Heated wind vane and cup anemometer

Connections to tower and nacelle

High strength bolts

Service equipment

Winch 500 Kg

2.7 Tower
Type

Tapered tubular tower

Hub height

Standard: 75m / 98 m* / 99m / 135 m*
*: Modular Steel Tower

Bottom diameter

4,2 m (MST 9.5 m)

Top diameter

2,3 m

Connections

Flanges bolted with high strength bolts
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3 Electrical and control data
The Lagerwey wind turbine generator is monitored, and controlled via the Lagerwey wind turbine
Controller. The wind turbine controller soft- and hardware is designed by Lagerwey and ensure safe
and effective operation.

3.1 Control processes
3.1.1

Torque control

The turbine is variable speed controlled. The difference between the aerodynamic and the
electromechanical torque determines the rotor speed during partial load. The counter torque is
optimized according to the wind speed and incoming torque and follows an optimal tip speed ratio.
During full load conditions the output power is kept constant by means of torque control. The counter
torque produced by the generator is controlled by the converter.
3.1.2

Pitch control

The turbine has three independent pitch drive systems to control the blade angles. The blade control
ensures the turbine speed and loads are within the design limits. Below the rated rotor speed the
blade angle is fixed to the working position most of the time. This ensures optimum tip speed to
power production ratio.
3.1.3

Yaw control

The yaw mechanism contains a geared slewing ring and 4 yaw drives. To avoid slipping of the system
when the rotor is in position, an active actuated yaw brake is applied. This brake is lifted during
yawing. The turbine controller takes care of the yawing process, it uses the wind sensors and the twist
sensor for input. The controller minimizes yaw loads and yaw actions.
3.1.4

Park and lock control

The turbine has a hydraulic service brake to stop the turbine in a standstill position. The rotor should
always be locked when entering the hub. The turbine has two locking devices integrated in the
generator which is manually operated. The locking device is connected to the controller by sensors.

3.2 Turbine control and safety system
The Lagerwey Controller monitors and controls the wind turbine operational functioning. The system is
build up in a modular way. The control and safety functions take place locally, close to the processes.
Field busses facilitate communication between the local intelligence and the control systems. This
ensures direct control and safe operations under all conditions.
The main function of the rotor-control system is to control the rotor speed within a specified range.
This function is realized using 3 independent blade pitch motors and drives. The three blade angles
are synchronized during operation.
The safety system (emergency/protection system) is built around the same three independent pitch
systems. When the control system fails, for each blade a simple and robust relay connects a battery
directly to the additional DC pitch motor and moves simultaneously each independent blade into a safe
position.
If one blade pitch system fails, the other two ensure control. The batteries are continuously monitored
for deterioration during operation. Before each start-up the safety system is checked by means of
pitching the rotor blades by use of the DC pitch motor and battery pack to ensure the system
operates. The system hardware is located in the main control cabinets, placed in the rotor hub, nacelle
and tower base. The controllers are mutually connected by a communication line.
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3.3 Grid connection
Grid side turbine Voltage

690 V

Voltage level

Medium voltage, nominal ±10%

Voltage imbalance

Ratio negative to positive sequence max 2%

Frequency level

50 or 60 Hz ±2%

Maximum harmonic voltage distortion

According to IEC 61400-1

on point of common coupling (POCC)
without turbine

3.4 Converter
The generator power with variable frequency is rectified and converted to a constant 50 Hz or 60Hz
frequency (AC-DC-AC conversion) and fed into the grid. A full size converter is used to optimize the
quality of the frequency and voltage in order to minimize harmonic currents. The converter controls
the power as a function of the rotational speed of the turbine and keeps it constant at nominal power.
Type

IGBT

Cooling

Water/air cooled

Grid coupling

AC-DC-AC

Grid side type

3 phase

Grid side connection

Motor operated main circuit breaker

Grid filter topology

LCL

Control mode

Torque reference

Power factor standard

Controllable between 0.92 and 1.00 leading or
lagging

Power quality

THD <4%

Energy measurement

+ and – kWh

Protection

Surge arrestors 10 kA

Protection class

IP 54

Inrush current at start up

No inrush

Grid side Voltage

690 V

3.5 Pitch system:
Type

Electrically actuated

Principle

3 independent blade pitch systems

Blade angle range

0 to 90°

Emergency

DC motors + battery backup

3.6 Control system:
Main controller type

PLC controller

Rotor control

Pitch drive control and over speed protection

Nacelle control

Rotor speed control / alarm handling / yaw
control / wind, temperature, acceleration, cable
twist and other measurements / data logging

Tower base control

MMI operating control panel

Internal communication

fibre optics

External communication

Internet connection
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3.7 Foundation earthing
The main earthing back-bone begins with blade lightning arrestors, through the non-rotating
generator support to the nacelle and the tower into the foundation earthing electrodes. The foundation
reinforcement and earthing electrodes together form the wind turbine central earthing point, to which
all earthing connections are linked. The earthing of the foundation depends on local soil conditions.
The resistance to neutral earthing is according the requirements of the local authorities. The maximum
resistance should not be higher than 2.5 Ohm.
Conductor ring: the outside reinforcement at 1m height is welded together (minimum 50 mm 2 steel)
as the first step of the ring conductor. The second ring consists of a closed copper conductor ring of 50
mm2 at a distance of 1 m from the foundation and 1 m below ground level. This ring is connected to
the first ring of reinforcement steel. The copper ring conductor is connected to at least 2 copper
coated earthing electrodes. The rod length depends on the resistance you can achieve.

3.8 Lightning protection
All the important components such as blades, bearings, and electronic devices are protected against
lightning. The lightning protection of the blades is connected to the main steel construction to get
around the main bearings by 3 copper brush arrestors. The wind station support and aviation beams
have lightning arrestors as well, all connected to the nacelle, tower and foundation. The electronic
equipment and sensors are well connected to the earthing system and are isolated in steel bars and
housings through the entire electric system.

4 Human safety
During construction and in the operational phase, Lagerwey follows all local health and safety
regulations.

4.1 Installation and service
The turbine will be installed and serviced by trained people. The installation and service will be
conducted according to Lagerwey requirements. The Installation – and Service manual describes all
the human and turbine safety equipment and rules. During installation local HSE requirements
imposed by the local authorities will be followed.

5 Options
Lagerwey offers the following options (more options available on request).

5.1 Ice detection
Ice detection can be installed as an option. A special ice detector, placed on the nacelle top, is able to
detect forming of ice. This will bring the turbine in a normal stop condition, avoiding the risk of ice
throw. This can be required by the authorities, following local rules in icing sensitive areas.

5.2 Lagerwey Monitoring System
Remote control software under the name of LMS, Lagerwey Monitoring System, can be supplied as an
option for customers. This system is accessible via the internet and can provide variant levels of
information and/or control of the turbine functioning.
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5.3 Aviation Lights
Aviation lights can be added as an option to ensure local requirements are met. Aviation lights can be
placed at the top of the generator. In a park layout the lights can be synchronised.

5.4 Blade shadow mitigation system
Lagerwey provides its own blade shadow mitigation system, which is flexible and effective. The system
can be configured to specific customer needs and/or local regulations.

5.5 Cold Climate Packages
Lagerwey turbines are in their basic configuration well suited for cold and hot regions. The small
amount of oil for the main bearing can be brought to the desired temperature if needed. In case of a
cold start-up in a cold environment the generator and main bearing are warmed up by slowly pitching
the blades and by controlling the turbine output.
We recommend Cold Climate Packages in conditions where -20°C for more than 1 hour in 9 days per
year can be expected. For the more extreme cold climate regions (-30°C operational, -40°C standby),
Lagerwey developed three grades of site specific cold weather packages:
Grade
Grade 1 ‘Mild Cold’

Solutions
Ice detection system
Additional heating in controller cabinets
Appropriate material selection such as the steel quality for low
temperatures (impact strength)
Heated anemometer and wind vane
Heaters for electrical cabinets

Grade 2 ‘Medium Cold’

Measures of grade one, plus:
Extra protection for electronic devices
Jackets for pitch- and yaw drives
Heating of Slip ring, controller/control cabinet and batteries
Low temperature lubricants
Yaw brake and service brake hydraulic oil heating

Grade 3 ‘Severe Cold’

Measures of grade two, plus:
Special alloyed ductile iron for hub, machine frame and tower.
Heating of the main bearing with induction mats
Heating of the pitch and yaw bearing lubricants
Dark coloured blades to minimize ice built up.
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